
 

Announcements 

 
♦ Christmas Party —  Next Wednesday, Dec 14—Bring a $5-7 gift to 

swap with another student!  Games, Snacks, and the Christmas Story. 
 

♦ There will be no REFUGE on Wednesday, Dec. 21 and 28. We will meet 
again on January 4 in 2017! 
 

Bible Study Outline 
“Sharing Christmas” 

Matthew 1-2, Luke 1-2 

What’s your favorite art about the Christmas story?  Do you have a favorite character? 

 

Read Luke 2:8-20 

Could Jesus have been born when, where, and how he was born without the 
shepherds in the story?  Why do you think that they were included in the story?  

 

God has a purpose for everything he does, we might not know it or understand 
it, but he plans are perfect. 

 

What do you know about shepherds? 

So what did the shepherds do/say? 

 

Do you feel like you know what your purpose is in life? 

 

What is God calling you to do right now?  Are you doing it? 

 

Are you willing to “hurry” and follow Jesus in obedience in your life today? 

The BIG Picture 
December 8 - December 14, 2016 

 
Read: Proverbs 17 – 24   
Understanding What You Are Reading 
We will continue reading through the proverbs this month. Proverbs are apart of 
the wisdom genre of the Bible and while they might not contain long narratives or  
deep theological expositions on doctrine there is still much theology and 
knowledge that can be gained from them. It is important to remember that the 
word “proverb” means probability and that the readers of Proverbs should NOT 
take the words as a whole hearted promise from God, but rather that these are 
general rules to live by will provide a high degree of success if they are followed. 
 
Since the proverbs are often not put together by a theme you will find some  
general subjects below and some guidelines for reading the wisdom genre. 
 
Because Proverbs is written in “bits and pieces” people often forget to look for an 
overall theme as they read.   Themes like taking advice from friends and listening 
to others. Parents who discipline their children, strength by living righteously, the 
value of friendships and importance of love, how selfishness leads to destruction, 
the importance od self-control and how it brings freedom, the importance of wise 
and foolish talk from ourselves, and many more. 
 
Remember that this sayings are meant to be memorable maxims that catch the 
readers attention and help them make wise choices. These sharp contrasts help 
us all make decisions that hopefully lead to wisdom and not folly. 
 
Do not let the verse markings fool you some messages are strung together over  
2-3 verses with similar phrases.  Don’t just read one verse alone or you may miss 
the bigger picture. 
 
Proverbs are worded to be memorable not to be theologically accurate. We must 
take in the rest of what the Bible says about a subject and not take our theology 
from one verse. 
 
Proverbs may need to be translated to be understood properly. Remember that 
they come from a different culture and might not make sense in our culture. Check 
out Pr. 22:11 and 25:24 and see if you can figure them out. 
 
The big picture is to see all wisdom comes from God. We can 
choose to accept godly advice or reject it, each come with consequences. 

Journal Ideas: (Some suggestions) Write down some of your favorite 
proverbs that you read. What different themes do you see when you read?  
Which ones mean the most to you?  Create some of your own wise sayings. 

Pray:  (Some suggestions)  Review and revise your weekly prayer list in 
your journals.  Pray and ask God to give you wisdom and the ability to listen 
to others and make wise choices. Pray for a friend that makes bad choices 
often and be bold and offer them godly advice. 
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